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BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of Februat)· 28, 1959) 
l. In his fundamental paper [6] on the theory of quadratic forms, 
E. WITT introduced invariants for the equivalence da.sses of quadratic 
forms over an arbitrary field. The most important of these invariants are 
algebra classes. In their construction the Clifford algebra of the quadratic 
form is an important tool. 
In the present paper we shall try to make clear the mechanism 
underlying the construction of these invariants. Instead of algebra clasf:les, 
we shall use 2-cohomology classes. In § 2 we show that the equivalence 
clasRes of quadratic forms of a given dimension over a given field may 
be described by the elements of a certain non-commutative Galois 
!-cohomology set. Then in § 3 we shall describe how one can obtain, 
using Clifford algebras, from such a non· commutative !-cohomology class 
an ordinary Galois 2-cohomology class. If one analyses how this is done 
it is seen that the reason why the Clifford algebra is used is that one can 
obtain from it a 2-cohomology class of the orthogonal group in the 
multiplicative group of the underlying fielrl. From this 2-cohomology 
class and the noncommutative !-cohomology-class one obtains the 
invariants by algebraic manipulations. 
The procedure used in § 3 may be described in a more general way, but 
we shall not insist on this. 
Finally we remark that we have also treated ·the case of nondefective 
forms of characteristic 2, obtaining thus results of C. ARF (I]. 
2. Let E be a vectorspace with dimension n >I over a commutative 
field K and let Q be a quadratic form onE, i.e. a mapping of FJ into K such 
that 
(2.I) { 
Q(A.x) = A,2Q(x) (AEK), 
B(x,y)=,Q(x+y)-Q(x)-Q(y) is a bilinear function on ExE. 
We always assume that the bilinear function B is nondegenerate (which 
is usually expressed by saying that Q is nonclegenerate if the charac-
teristic x(K) is not 2, and that Q is nondefective if x(K) = 2). 
B being nondegenerate, the discriminant Ll(Q) is an element of 
K* /(K*)2 if x(K) #- 2 and of Kf&(K) if x(.K) = 2. fYJ denoting the mapping 
of .K defined by &(A.)= A..;. ,12 (see [ 4] for details, we use the name 
discriminant instead of pseudo-discriminant in the case x(K) = 2). We 
also denote by Ll(Q) a representative of the discriminant in K* or K. 
Q1 and Q2 being two quadratic forms on E1 and E 2 respecth·ely, we 
define a form Q1 + Q2 on E1 + Ez by 
(2.2) 
Ql- Qz is defined similarly. 
Now let Q be as ahove, let L be a Galois extension with group G=Gr,1r,. 
We put EL=L ® E (the tensorproJuct being taken over K). This is a 
vectorspace over L. "\Ve define a quadratic form QL on EL by 
" n (2.3) QL( I l.t ® Xt) ~~ I A.~Q(xt)-;-- l ).tl•jB(xt, x1) (A.t E L, Xi E E). 
i=l i=l i<i 
It is easily seen that this definition makes sense. Now a being a K-auto-
morphism of L, we define a mapping of EL, also denoted a, by 
k k 
(2.4) a( I At ® Xt) = I (aA.t) ® Xt 
i=l i=l 
Identifying E with the subset l ® E of EL, E consists of the x EEL 
with aX=X. 
Further, rp heing a mapping of EI, into L (or EL) we define arp by 
(2.5) (arp)(x) =~ a(rp(crlx)) 
Then 
(2.6) (a-r)(rp) = a(-rtp). 
QL being as in (2.3), it follows that 
(2.7) a(QL)=QL 
for any a E G. 
Conversely, Jet Q' be a quadratic form on EL such that aQ' = Q' for 
all a E G, then it. is readily seen that Q' = QL, where Q is a quadratic 
form on E, uniquely determined by Q'. A similar result holds for linear 
transformation of EI'. 
Now let Q and Q1 be two quadratic forms on the vector space E over K. 
They are called equivalent if there is an automorphism t of E such that 
Q1(x) = Q(t(x)). 
"\Ve wish to find criteria for the equivalence of two quadratic forms 
Q and Q1. For this purpose we shall extend the field K such that Q and Q1 
become equivalent in the extended field and thenitry to descendiagain 
to K. 
Lemma 2.1. There is a Galois extension L of K of finite degree such 
that QL and Qf are equivalent. 
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Proof: a) x(K) * 2. We can find bases (ei), (fi) of E such that 
n n n n 
Q(L,;tet)= IxdJ, QICL,;tfi)= Ifitn 
1 1 1 1 
We may take for L the field generated by the square roots of all cxtf3i 
(I <i<n). b) x(K)=2. Our assumption of nondegeneracy of the bilinear 
forms implies that n is even= 2m and that we can find bases (et), (/t) 
of E such that 
" m Q(2 ;i et) = 2 (ext;;+ f3t $t ;i+m- Yi ;f+m), 
1 1 
" m Ql(L;tft) = 2 (.l.df--,- .Udi;i+m+vt;f+rJ· 
1 1 
"\vhere {Jd=O, flt*O (see [4]). We may now take for L the field generated 
by the roots of the (separable) polynomials :xtT2 + f3tT -,- yt, AtT2 --,- .UtT -+- Vt 
(I <;i<;m). 
If Q, Q1 and L have the property of the lemma, we shall say that 
Q and Q1 are L-eq1livalent. Now if this is so, there exists a linear trans-
formation t of EL such that 
Qf(x) = QL(t(x)) 
By (2.7) we have aQL=QL, aQf=Qf for all a in the Galoisgroup G, 
hence by (2.5) 
QL(t(x)) = Qf(x) = (aQf)(x) = a(Qf(a-lx)) = a(QL(t(a-l(x))) = 
= (aQL)((at)(x)) = QL(at(x)). 
Now at is again a linear transformation of EL, and we have 
(2.8) 
where u" is an orthogonal transformation of QL. (2.6) implies at once that 
(2.9) (a, -rEG). 
The linear transformation t of (2.8) is not unique, but the only possible 
changement is a replacement oft by u-lt (u orthogonal), which changes 
u" into 
(2.IO) 
Now let O(L) =O(Q, L) be the orthogonal group of QL. Defining as usual 
the cohomology set Hl(L, Q) as the set of equivalence classes of the 
cocycles u" (satisfying (2.9)) under the equivalence relation given by 
(2.IO}, we see that a Q1 which is £-equivalent to Q gives rise to an 
element cL(Q, Q1) of H 1(L, Q). It is easily seen that CL(Q, Q1) equals the 
"neutral" element e of Hl(L, Q), given by 1l"~d, if and only if Q and Q1 
are already K-equivalent. 
Now let Q1 and Q2 be quadratic forms, which are both £-equivalent 
to Q. Suppose that cz.(Q, Ql)=,cz.(Q, Q2). \Ve have Ql(x)=Q(tt(x))(i~d. 2), 
where h, t2 are automorphisms of EL. They may be chosen such that 
ali~" uat1, at2 = ·uat2, where ua io; a representative of the class cz.( Q, Q!). 
Hence a(t21t1) = t21t1, which implies that t1 = t2tL, where tL is the extension 
to EL of a linear transformation of E. Then Q2(tL(x)) = Q1(x)(x EEL). 
For x E E this gives Q2(t(x)) = Q1(x), i.e. Q1 and Q2 are equivalent. 
Conversely, if Q1 and Q2 are equivalent, and if both are L-equivalent to 
Q then cz.(Q, Q1) =cz.(Q, Q2). 
Finally, if c is an arbitrary element of Hl(L, Q), we take a cocycle (ua) 
representing c. By a theorem of Speiser (see appendix) there is a non-
singular linear transformation t of EL such that (2.8) holds. Putting 
Q'(x)=QL(t(a:))(x EEL), (2.8) implies that aQ' =Q', hence Q' =Qf, where 
Q1 is a quadratic form on E. 
Collecting these results we find 
Theorem 2.1. The equivalence classes of quadratic forms Q1 onE which 
are L-equivalent to Q are in 1- 1-con·espondence with the elements of 
JJl(L, Q). The class of Q corresponds to the ne1ltml element. 
This result may he generalized for infinite extensions Lin a well-known 
manner. \Ve must give the Galoisgroup of L over K the Krull topology, 
O(Q, L) the discrete topology, and we consider only continuous (ua). 
In this way we find 
Theorem 2.2. Let Q be the separable algebraic closure of K. The 
equivalence classes of n-dimensional quadratic forms over K are in 
1-1-correspondence with the elements of H 1(Q, Q), where Q is a pa1·ticular 
n-dim. quadra.tic form. 
We add the following remark in the case x(K)-# 2. If Q and Q1 have the 
same diRcriminant, then it is readily verified that the determinant of t is 
in K, hence that the determinant of ua is I. Defining H~(L, Q) to be the 
cohomology set defined by cocycles in the rotation group O+(Q, L), 
we find 
Theorem 2.3. The equimlence classes of quadratic forrns Q1 on E 
which are L~equivalent to Q and have the same discriminant as Q are in 
1-1-correspondence with the elernents of H~(L, Q). 
If x(K) = 2 and Q is non defective, theorem 2.3 remains true. the proof 
carries over to that case with appropriate modifications. 
3. We have obtained above a description of the equivalence classes 
of quadratic forms in terms of non-commutative !-cohomology sets. 
Not much information is available about the latter, hence it is preferable 
to pass to commutative cohomology groups. We shall show how this 
may be done in the case nnder consideration. 
Let Q be as above. We need the Clifford algebra C(Q) of Q. We recall 
its definition: let 1' be the tensoralgebra of E, let I be the twosided ideal 
in T generated by the elements x ® x- Q(x). then C "~ T/ I. E may be 
identified with a subspace of C. \Ve call even (odd) the elements of C 
which are linear combination of the images in (] of homogeneous tensors 
of even (odd) degree. The even elements of C(Q) form a subalgebra 
C+=C+(Q). the second Clifford algebra of Q. The odd elements form a 
complementary subspace of a+ in C. vVe define a function I) by 
(3.1) 
!](X)= l 
= -1 
if x is even 
if a: is odd. 
We also put s(:r) = 0 if x is even and s(x) =I if x is odd. Hence 11(x) = 
= ( - 1 )•lx) if x is even or odd. 
:'\'Ioreover we denote by x -> x the involution in C obtained from the 
transformation x1 ® ... ® Xp -> xp ® ... ® x1 in T. 
vVe have to nse the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. If Q is a quadratic form on E then to any orthogonal 
transformation t of Q corresponds an invertible element St of C so that 
(3.2) (a: E E). 
where d(t) is the determinant of t (hence± 1). If x(K) = i, then s1 is deter-
mined np to n factor in ](* by these conditions, if x(K) + 2 this is true 
provided we req1tire St to be even (odd) if d(t)=1(--1). Hence d(t)=rJ(St) 
in the last case. 
For a proof see [4]. In applying this lemma we always assume that 
St is either even or odd. 
It follows at once from (3.2) that we have 
(3.3) Stu=y(t,u)StSu, 
where y(t, u) E K* is a 2-cocycle of the orthogonal group O(Q) in K*, 
operating trivially on K*. Moreover, since St is determined up to a factor 
inK*, we find a cohomology classy in the 2-cohomology gronp H2(Q, K*) 
of O(Q) in K*. 
Now let L be a finite dimensional Galois extension of K 'vith group G. 
Then we may identify the Clifford algebra C(QL) with L ® C(Q). Hence 
G operates on C(QL). 
Lemma 3.2. We may take the St of lemma 3.1 such that 
(3.4) Bat= a(8t) 
for all orthogonal transformations t of QL and all a E G. 
Proof: If t(x) =d(t) s1xst: 1(a: EEL), then 
(at)(x) = a(t(a-l x)) =d(at) as1 x(as1)-l. 
Hence a8t = x,, 1 B,1. (x,, 1 E L*) "·hich implies 
(3.5) !X en, t = ex,, •t a( ex., tl · 
Because of the linear independence of the automorphisms a E G, there 
is an element I. E L, such that 
cx1 = L cx •.• -11 -rl. =1= 0. 
TEG 
It follo·ws, using (3.5), that 
1vhere 
!Xcrt = ,l ex,, .-lcrt · TA. 
TEG 
Hence 
Replacing B,1 by .x,1·B,1(a E G) 've find that for a given t we may take 
the B,1 such that s,1=a(Bt). \Ve obtain the assertion of lemma 3.2 by 
decomposing the set of all t in transitivity classes under G. 
As explained above, we can find a 2-cohomology class YL in H2(QL, L*), 
for which we also write H 2(Q, L*). Lemma (3.2) implies, that YL contains 
an "equivariant" cocycle y(t, u), which satisfies 
(3.6) y(at, au)= a(y(t, u)). 
Now let a E Hl(L, Q), take a cocycle (u,) in a. We can find elements 
Bu, in G(QL) such that 
u,(x) = d(u,) s._. x s;;t 
u u 
and such that 
Put 
(3.7) !X( a, -r) = y(auT, u,) = s ... s;; 1 a(s;; 1). 
UT U T 
where y is a cocycle in YL satisfying (3.6). 
It follows that !X is a 2-cocycle of G in L* (G operating in the natural 
way). Moreover it is readily verified that ex varies by a coboundary if 
(u,) varies in its cohomology class. Denoting by H2(£) the Galois cohomo-
logy group, we have found a mapping 
cp: Hl(L, Q) -+ H2(£). 
Now cL(Q, Q1) being as in nr. 2, we define aL(Q, Q1) E H2(£) by 
(3.8) aL(Q, Ql) = cp(CL(Q, Ql)). 
4. Theorem 2.1 implies 
Theorem 4.1. If Q and Q1 are equivalent, then aL(Q, Q1)= 1 for all L. 
The converse of theorem 4.1 does not hold, however we can prove 
the following result. 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Q and Q1 are L-equivalent for some Galois 
extension L of K. If LI(Q)=LI(Q1), aL(Q, Q1)= l, then the Clifford algebra's 
C(Q) and C'(Ql) are i8ornorphic. The same is true of the algebra's C+(Q) 
and C+(Q1). 
Proof. If LI(Q) =LI(Q1), the ua of a cocycle of cL(Q, Q1) are rotations. 
::.Vforeover, using the above notations, if aL(Q, Q1)== 1, we may take the 
c.(a, r) to be l. Hence we have 
Then there is a nonsingular sin C'L such that Sua=as·s-1 (see appendix). 
This gives 
ua(x) = (as)s-1 xs(as)-1, 
but if ua=at·t-1, Qf(x)=QL(t(x)), we obtain 
( 4.1) (as)-1 ((at)x)(as) = s-1 t(x) s 
Now put for x EEL 
tp(x) = s-1 t(x) s, 
then by (4.1) we have atp=tp(a E G). 
(x EEL) 
Further if x EEL, we have tp2(x)=s-1t2(x)s=QL(t(x))=Q1(x). 
Now if C'f is the Clifford algebra of Qf, there is a homomorphism 
tp' of C'L into C'f, defined by 
tp' (x) = tp(x) (x EEL) 
(see [3], p. 39). Since EL generates C'L, the tp'(x) (x EEL) generate C'L, 
hence tp' is onto and since the dimensions of C'L and C'f are equal, tp is 
an isomorphism. Since atp=tp, we have atp' =tp'(a E G). Thus if x E C'f, ax=x, 
we have a(tp'(x) = !J!'(x). Since C'(Q) (C'(Q1)) consists of the elements of 
C'L(C'f) invariant under all a E G, tp' induces an isomorphism of C'(Q) 
and C'(Q1). The result for C+(Q) and C+(Ql) follows easily. 
We proceed by proving a few properties of the cohomology classes 
aL(Q, Q1). 
Theorem 4.3. a1"(Q, Q1) has order l or 2. 
Proof. It is well-known (see [4]) that the elements s1 of (3.2) satisfy 
8tBt E K* (where Bt is the transform of St under the involution inC'), using 
this for the Sua we find at once from (3.7) that c.(a, r) is a coboundary. 
In order to formulate the next theorem we need a special cohomology 
class. We assume x(K) + 2. Let a., {3 E K*, assume that the Galois 
extension L of K contains square roots A.(,u) of a.({J). Then for any a in 
the group G of L over K we have a A.= (- l )'*>A., a,u = (- l )P!a> ,u, where 
c.(a), {J(a) are integers (determined mod :2). Then we define a cohomology 
class (a., {3) E H 2(L) as the class of the cocyle f with 
f(a, r) = (-l)'*>P!T>, 
hence f(a,r)~~-·1 if a}.=·-l.,a,u=--,u and f(a,r)=l in all other eases 
(it is readily verified that f is a cocycle). Of course {IX, fJ) depends on L, 
but it is well-known that if .M is a larger Galois extension of K, then the 
lift of L to 1lf of {IX, fJ) is the class (,x, fJ) of H2(.Lllf). We could also define 
(!X, fJ) as an element of H2(Q), Q being the separable algebraic closure of K. 
It follows easily from the definition that {IX, fJ) is symmetric in !X and ,8, 
and multiplicative in :x and f3. 
Theorem 4.4. 1/ Q, Q1. Q2 are three quadratic forms on E, then 
and 
a1-(Q1, Q2) = aL(Q, Q1) ar.(Q, Q2) if x(K) = 2. 
(L1(Q), ... denote representatives of the discriminant of Q, ... ). 
Pro of. Take automorphisms tt of EL such that Qf(x) = QL(ti(x)) 
(x EEL, i= 1, 2). 
Then Q~(x)=Qf(t:L 1 t2(x)). Let at1='Uafb at2=vat2(ua, Va EO(Qf)). 'l'hen 
a(t:L1f2)=wa(t:L 1t2), where 'Wa=t:L 1(u;; 1 va)tl EO(Qf). 
Now since QI-(fr(x)) = Qf(x), the automorphism tr of EL may be extended 
to an isomorphism () of CL(Ql) onto CL(Q) (as in the proof of Th. 4.2), 
such that O(x) = t1(x) if x EEL. Assume first x(K) ¥= 2. 
Lest Sua, Sva be elements of CL(Q) with 
By lemma 3.1 we have 
d(ua) 0-~ 1](8u)• d(v") c.c 'IJ(S,) 
We have in CL(Q1) 
with 
Now if x EEL we have 
It follows that for x E CL(Q1) we have 
(1] being defined by (3.1)). 
(afJ)(x) = (d(ua))'<'") Sua()(x)s;;a1 , 
if x is either even or odd (e is defined by 1J(X) =, ( -l)•<o:l). 
Now 
where 
This gives 
whence 
giving finally 
with Q(a,-r)=y-1(a,-r)yi(a,-r)).(a,r), where the cocyles y, y1, ?. are defined 
h~' 
and 
Now Jc(a, r) = l unless d(ua) = -1, d(wT) = --1. Hence A.( a, r) = ± l and+ 1 
unless a(dd1) ~~ - dd1, a(dr, d2) = -- cl1 d2, where d, cl1 are such that cl2 = 
oo=Ll(Q),dr=Ll(Qi) (i=l, 2). 
This implies the theorem for x(K) =1= 2. If x(K) = 2 the argument is 
similar, only somewhat simpler since the d(ua) are all I in this case. 
Corollary. aL(Q, Q1), if defined, depends only on the eqnivalence 
classes of Q and Q1. 
Proof. If Q is equivalent to Qr, then Ll(Q)==Ll(QI),aL(Q,QI)=l, 
hence aL(Q, Q2) = aL(Q1, Q2) for all Q2. If Q1 is equivalent to Q2, then we 
obtain similarly aL(Q, QI)=aL(Q, Q2). 
Theorem 4.5. If Q, Qi are L-equiv11lent (i= I, 2), if Ll(QI)=Ll(Q2), 
rtL(Q, Q1) = a1"(Q, Q2), then the Clifford algebra's of Q1, Q2 are ·isomorphic. 
The same is true for the second Clifford algebra's. 
Proof. By theorem 4.4 and 4.3 we have aL(QI, Q2) = a1)Q, Q1) = l. 
Then the result follows from theorem 4.2. 
As an application of the preceding theorems we prove the following 
result (due to WITT and ARF). See also [2]. 
Theorem 4.6. Under the assumptions of Th. 4.5, Q1 and Q2 are 
equivalent if the dimension n is 2 or 3. 
Proof: By theorem 4.5 it suffices to show that if two quadratic forms 
in dimenl':ions 2 or 3 are equivalent if their Clifford algebra's or their 
second Clifford algebra's are isomorphic and if their discriminants are 
equal. This amounts to finding Q from C(Q) or C+(Q), if Ll(Q) is given. 
We distinguish several cases. 
(a) n=2, z(K)=/=2. Take an orthogonal basis (er, e2) of E such that 
Q( ~1 e1 , ~2 e2) =<XI ~i -'- .xz ~~. The Cliffordalgebra C( Q) is a generalized 
quaternion algebra ([4]), having a basis (xi)o.;;;i.;;;s• xo being the unit 
element, with multiplication rules 
xi= .X!, X~=iX2, X~= -<X10'2, XtXrl--X_iXi=O 
17 Series A 
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The norm of an x= _L~xi of C(Q) is N(x)=~~~cXl~i~:xz~~+al<X2~~. 
N is a quadratic form equivalent to Q1 ~ Q, where Q1 is the restriction 
of N to the subspace spanned by xo and x3 . But Q1 depends only on 
11 (Q) = a 1 a 2, hence by Witt's theorem the equivalence class of Q is fixed 
once N and !l(Q) are given. 
(b) n = 2, x(K) = 2. The argument in this case is quite similar to that 
just. given. 
(c) n = 3. Here only the case x(K) =1= 2 has to be consiclel'ed (since a 
quadratic form with a nondegenerate bilinear form over a field ·with 
characteristic 2 has an even dimension). 
We shall show now that the equivalence class of Q is determined by 
!l(Q) and the second Clifford algebra O+(Q). Take an orthogonal basis 
(ei) of E such that Q(_Lni ei) = .Li <Xi~;. Then O+(Q) is again a generalized 
quaternion algebra with a basis (xt)o.;;i.;;a such that xo is the unit element 
and that xr= ~dat(1<i<3), XtXf+XjXt=0(1.;;;;i,j.;;;3), where d=a1a2aa. 
The norm N(x) of x= _LUi xi is x~-d_Li~[at. By Witt's theorem we find 
again that the equivalence class of Q is determined by O+(Q) and !l(Q). 
We shall now give a calculation of the classes cL(Q, Q1) for suitable L, 
which will give the relation with the Hasse-invariants ( [2]) and the 
invariants of Arf in the case of characteristic 2. First let x(K)-+ 2. We 
shall then express aL(Q, Q1) as a product of classes of the form (a, {3). 
Replacing Q1 by an equivalent form, we can find a basis (et) of E such 
that Q(x) = 2:1 ad2, Q1(x) =.If {3d2, where x= _Lgi ei. Put Yt =ai-l f3t, and let 
L be a Galois extension of K containing square roots At of the Yt(1 .;;;;i .;;;;n). 
We can take as t the linear transformation of EL defined by t( ei) = Ai ei. 
Then u"( et) = (- 1 )•;(al ei, where a At~~ (- 1 )•;(al At for a in the Galois-
group G. Now let Si denote the symmetry in EL defined by the vector ei 
(st(X) =X- B~~:i~il et), then ua = s~'(a) s~'(a) ... s:n(a). 
Since St(X)= -etxe; 1 in OL(Q) (see [4]), we can take as sa the element 
e~,(al ... e~n(al of QL. Calculating a( a, r) we obtain 
(4.2) II at. 
This implies that 
n 
(4.3) CL(Q, Q1)= IT (atf3t, LXtf3t) II {atf3t,<Xi}, 
i<i i=l 
where the cohomology class {a, (3} E H 2(L*) is defined if L contains a 
square root A of a, and is the class of the cocycle f with 
(4.4) { /(a, r)=f3 if aA= -A, rA= -A 
= 1 otherwise 
We proceed to show that {a, (3}= (a, {3) if both are defined. This is a 
consequence of well-known properties of the "quadratic norm residue 
2 ii l 
symbols" (x, {3), but it may also be proved easily by means of the resvlts 
obtained above. 
Take n= 2, and take fir::;t 'Xl = ih = l, X2 _co\:, (3z ~c (3. Then by ( 4.3), 
cL(Q, Q1)={xf3, x}. On the other hand, if \VC take x1 =:x2, x2 =l, (31=1, 
(32 = {3, we find by the corollary to theorem 3.4 the same cohomology 
class. Hence 
(4.5) 
Taking f3=x, this gives {cx2, cx}=(cx, cx){cx, ex}. Since {x2, x}=l (this follows 
at once from the definition), ·we find {x, cx}=(cx, cx)-l=(cx, ex). Hence 
{xf3, cx}=(cx, (3)(cx, cx)=(x, xf3)=(cx(3, ex), which implies that {x, f3}=(cx, (3). 
We finally observe, that it follows from the definitions that 
(cx,cx)={cx, -1}, hence (cx,cx)=(cx, -1). This implies (x, -cx)(cx, -l)= 
=(cx,cx)=(cx, -1), hence (ex, -cx)=l. 
Taking Q and Q1 as in the beginning of this para,graph, we have 
proved that 
" ( 4.6) cL(Q,Q1)= II (cxi/3i,CXJf3J) II (cxtf3i,Xi). 
i<i 
Now take all Xi equal to 1. Then 
cL(Q, Q1) = II (f3i, f3J) 
i<i 
Defining the Hasse-invariant ( [2]) by 
h(Q1) = II (f3i, f3J), 
i~j 
we have 
n 
CL(Q, Ql) =h(QI) II ((3i, /3i) =h(QI)( -1, Ll(Ql)). 
i~l 
Finally, from theorem 3.4 we get for arbitrary Q1 and Q2, 
( 4. 7) 
( 4. 7) gives the relation with the Hasse-invariants. 
We now consider briefly the case x(K) = 2. We shall calculate cL(Q, Q1) 
for the case that Q is a hyperbolic form, i.e. that there is a subspace 
F of E of dimension half that of E such that Q(x) = 0 for x E F. We can 
find cL(Q, Q1) for arbitrary Q, Q1 by means of theorem 4.4. 
We may take a basis (et)1.;;i.;;2m of E such that if X= _Lim;iei, we have 
Q(x) = .L\" ;i ;i+m· Replacing Q1 by an equivalent form we may take 
Q1(x)=,L\"(cxdy+f3ddi+m+yd;), where f3ri=O (1<;i<;m). 
First consider the case m= l. We may assume that cx1#0, otherwise 
Q and Q are equivalent, and cL(Q, Q1) = 1 for all L. Now let L be a 
Galois extension of K containing roots A, f-l of the separable polynomial 
"I T2 -- /]1 'l' -' Jl1 . It is easily verified that we ma.~· take for t the linear 
transformation defined b~· 
{ t(el)"~lXfl-C2 
t(ez) = exl.e1 -'- ,uez. 
It follows that U 0 = 1 if a}.=}. and 
'Ve may then take 
which gives us 
Ua( e1) = .x;-I Cz 
ua( ez) = :x1 e1, if a}, 7'= } .. 
Sua= 1 if a).=}. 
Sucr = ex1 e1-+- ez if a},~ A, 
ex(a, T)=ex1 1 if aA7'=A, TA#}, 
= 1 otherwise 
Call the corresponding cohomology class ( a1. <Xr ; 1). Then (ex, /]) is the 
' /3]. / 
class cL(Q, Q1) with Q as above and with Ql(x)=a(gi--:-6$2 +/]$~). We 
put (0, (3) = l. 
It follows from the definitions that 
(4.8) 
that (a, (3) depends only on the class of a modulo squares, and on the 
class of (3 modulo elements of the form &(?.) =}. + }.2. It is then easily 
seen that in the general case, considered in the beginning, we get 
This invariant was found by Arf in terms of algebra classes ([1]). As to 
the cohomology class (ex, (3), we remark that besides (4.8) we also have 
(4.9) 
which may be proved by showing that the quaternary quadratic forms 
ex(gi + ;1 ;2 + (31 ;§) + :x(;~ + 6 ;4 + (32 ;~) and ex(;i --:-6 ;2 + (/]1 + (32);~) --:- ;3 ;4 
(expressed in the components with respect to some basis) are equivalent.. 
Appendix. We have used the following 
Theorem. Let A be a finite dimensional associative algebra with unit 
element I over the field L and assume that we have ct finite group G of auto-
morphisms of A, obtained by extension to A of a finite group of auto-
morphisms of Ll. Then if (acr) is a system of elements of the multiplicative 
group A* such that a a,= aa, · aa( a, T E G), there is an a E A* with a a= aa-1 ·a. 
Proof. w·e assume of course that the unit element s of G operates 
on A as the identity. The a E G induce automorphisms of L. Taking 
a=c: in the relation aaT=aaT·aa we find a,= l. Now form with variables 
xa(a EG) an element LaeGXaaa. The norm of this element with respect 
to Lis a polynomial in L[xa] which is not identically zero (take x.= l and 
the others zero), hence by the algebraic independence of the restrictions 
to L of the a E G, we can find ). E L such that n= LaeG(a?.)a, has a norm 
=ro 0. hence has an inYel·se in A. It follows easily that a,= (aa)-1 a. 
If L is a Galois extension of a field ]{ with group G, and if A is the 
algebra of all invertible (n xn)-matrices over L, this theorem reduces 
to a result of Speiser [5]. 
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